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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A chart for monthly hospital admissions and discharges incorrectly displays the month and year values on the x-axis.
The date format for the source data field "Common date" is M/D/YYYY. This format was used in a calculated field
named "Month-Year" in the data manager when the data model was first built. 

Which expression should the data architect use to fix this issue? 

A. Date (MonthsStart ([Common Date]), `MMM-YYY\\') 

B. Date (MonthStart ([Common Date]), `MMM-YYY\\') 

C. Date ([Common Date], `MMM-YYY\\') 

D. Date (InMonth([Common Date]), MMM-YYYY\\') 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A fashion retail company needs to analyze data product inventory. The company needs to filter by attributes by such as
color, material, and size. 

Which strategy should a data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. Turn data rows into fields by using a generic load 

B. Use the hierarchy load statement to expand hierarchy levels 

C. Use crosstable in the load statement to unpivot 

D. Loop through the table to transpose fields 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

One of the data sources a data architect must add for a newly developed app is an Excel spreadsheet. The Region field
only was values for the first record for the region. The data architect must perform a transformation so that each row
contains the correct Region. 

Which function should the data architect implement to resolve this issue? 

A. CrossTable 

B. IntervalMatch 
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C. Above 

D. Previous 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A data architect has a QVD file that contains data from many countries. The data architect must write a script that loads
only data from France, and make sure the reload occurs as fast as possible. 

Which script should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. B. C. 

D. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Stocks levels are stored online in a system that keeps information for the current period only. 

What should the data architect do to enable analysis of the trends of the stock levels? 
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A. Use On-Demand App Generation (ODAG) to create new apps from the selected period 

B. Capture the periodic information in an incremental QVD file for use in an app 

C. Create an app for each period as it changes and use document chaining 

D. Create an app for each period and use a binary load task to create a single app 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Two companies have merged and full database integration is planned for next year. The data architect needs an interim
solution to view all employee data from both companies. 

The tables come from different systems 

Both companies have similar Employees tables 

Both tables have identifiers for Employee and some other attributes (e.g., geographical information) 

The tables also have some fields that do NOT match (e.g., Social Security Number and Bank Account) 

Which problem occurs when the two tables are loaded into Qlik Sense? 

A. Link tables are created 

B. Synthetic keys are created 

C. An auto concatenation occurs 

D. A circular reference occurs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A data architect needs to develop three separate apps (Sales, Finance, and Operations). The three apps share
numerous identical calculation expressions. The data architect wants to reduce duplicate script and stores it on a file
server that Qlik Sense can access. 

How should the data architect complete requirements? 

A. Call batch file 

B. Macro on server 

C. Execute server script 

D. Include script function 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

A customer must create a production app that pulls data from two sources. 

Source 1 is large legacy system. It takes more than one hour to read and save the data to QVD. reading from the QVD
only takes 20 seconds. The data only needs to be refreshed every month because it does not change very often. 

Source 2 is small online data source. reloading this data takes less than one minute. The production app must be
refreshed every hour to see the most updated data and needs both data sets to meet te analysis requirements. 

How should the data architect set up the data reload? 

A. 1. Create two QVD generation apps 

2. 

Create two scheduled tasks: one runs every month and one runs every hour 

3. 

Load the data in the production app from the QVDs 

4. 

Create a task to run every hour to reload the production app 

B. 1. create a QVD generation app to pull both data sources in different script sections 

2. 

Create two reload schedules from the QVD app based on the script section 

3. 

Build the production app using the QVD files 

4. 

Create a task to run every hour to reload the production app. 

C. 1. Create the production app to connect to both data sources 

2. 

Create a variable and set this to the last reload time using ReloadTime() function 

3. 

Use an IF() statement and only load the legacy data when Today() > 30 days from last reload 

4. 

Create a task to run every hour to reload the production app 

D. 1. Create a QVD generation app for the legacy system only 
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2. 

Create a scheduled task to generate the QVD every month 

3. 

Build the production app using the QVD and use ADD LOAD prefix to connect to the online data source 

4. 

Create a task to run every hour to perform a partial reload on the production app 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

The business analyst previews some data and notices different values for the United States in the Country field. The
analyst must be able to report the total sales for the United States. The data architect must fix this issue in the LOAD
script. 

Which function should the data architect use to fix data quality issue? 

A. Switch 

B. ApplyMap 

C. Case 

D. Replace 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibits. 
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Which values of the REGION field will be visible for User C when the user opens the app? 

A. EAST, WEST, and SOUTH 

B. NORTH, EAST, and WEST 

C. NORTH, EAST, WEST, and SOUTH 

D. EAST and WEST 

Correct Answer: C 
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